
 

HP Labs Security 
researcher  
4 Permanent positions 

HP Labs in Bristol is HP European’s research centre, 
our second largest worldwide. Our research teams in 
Bristol are established in the field of computer security 
and collaborate with university and industrial 
researchers globally to create next generation 
technologies that are vital for our online world. 

Our research interests align with innovation themes ranging from the 
Internet of Things, to 3D transformation, Immersive Computing, 
Hyper-Mobility or Smart Machines. Security and privacy are already 
top concerns for businesses and consumers and will only increase as 
with further technology and usage model innovation. As a result, a 
major challenge for HP Labs Bristol is to create technology that 
ensures safe and assured digital experiences. 

To support this we have a number of jobs open for talented security 
researchers (experienced and newly qualified). 

Qualifications and requirements 

We welcome applications from diverse candidates with a range of 
experiences. We expect them to have at least a first degree in an 
appropriate discipline. Candidates for experienced roles should have 
have significant relevant research experience, ideally including a PhD. 

We are interested in candidates with skills in at least one of: system 
architecture, system security, platform security, infrastructure 
security management, cyber-security, information security, malware 
analysis, intrusion detection, applied cryptography, privacy, security 
policy, science of security (e.g. human behavior, user 
experiences/interfaces, economics).  

Ideal candidates will be able to combine their security knowledge with 
at least one of: hardware and system software, system 
management, infrastructure, distributed systems, user-centric 
design, OS’s, applications, IoT, data and analytics.  

Should you require any further information regarding this post, please contact 
Kayte Wilson: kayte.wilson@hp.com 
 
For further information about HP Labs please check out our website 
http://www.hpl.hp.com/ 
 
Please apply online via jobs@hp.com  
http://h30631.www3.hp.com/united-kingdom/united-
kingdom/engineering/jobid7558375-research-engineer-jobs 
 
 
Job ID: 1409998 

Learn more at 
hp.com/go/jobs 
 
Job ID: 1409998 
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